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Physiology

Female Brain
Louann Brizendine
2006, 612.8BRIZENDI
After coming to a

Act Like A Lady, Think Like A Man:
What Men Really Think
About Love, Relationships,
Intimacy & Commitment

realization that there were

Steve Harvey

no comprehensive

2009, 306.7HARVE

studies regarding the function of the

Famous comedian Steve

female brain, Brizendine decided to create

Harvey uses this book to

a clinic dedicated to this field of study.

provide women with an

She has compiled her extensive research

understanding of how men

into this book and uses real scenarios to

function within relationships.

illustrate her points.

Male Brain
Louann Brizendine
2010, 612.8BRIZENDI
Brizendine attempts to
dismantle many of the
stereotypes that exist
regarding male behavior.

Wonderful Marriage:
a Guide to Building a
Great Relationship
that will last a Lifetime

Partnerships

2009, 646.77BELLE

2008, 646.78LEEDS

This is the perfect book for

In this book, Leeds advocates

those who feel that they

the merit of a rational outlook when it comes

are being haunted by the demons of past

to resolving marital issues. The example used

relationships. This book will help you find the

is that of a wonderful egalitarian marriage,

perfect way to deal with your ever present ex

which helps readers to see that marriage can

or the ever present exes of your current.

be fulfilling and long lasting.

Dating

If you are looking for a book that will help you
to understand your mate and provide you with

Crash Course in Love

some comic relief, this is the book for you.

Steve Ward

The Anger Habit in Relationships:
A Communication Handbook for
Relationships, Marriages
and Partnerships

Falling in Love again:
the Mature Woman’s Guide to
Finding Romantic Fulfillment
Monica B Morris
2005, 306.73MORRIS

2009, 646.77WARD

Relying on her own

Steve and Jo Ann Ward, of

experiences, Morris attempts

VH1’s “Tough Love” offer

to help the “mature” woman

women stringently honest

Carl Semmelroth

enter the dating arena and find

perspectives through real

2005, 152.47SEMMELRO

life dating scenarios. Their candid, fresh

she carefully dissects male behavior

Ph.D. Cary Semmelroth

perspective will help you land and keep your

through the various stages of growth

helps readers to break the

“Mr Right”.

and development.

habitual anger that can be

Deal Breakers: When to
Work on a Relationship,
When to Walk Away

destructive to their relationships. He presents
techniques that will allow you to communicate
better with your partner and replace argument

fulfilling relationships.
She discusses a number of
topics that may be foreign to the dater who
has been out of the market for some time
such as online dating.

He’s Just Not
that into You:
the No-excuses Truth to
Understanding Guys

Bethany Marshall

starters with dialogue starters to avoid

2007, 646.77MARSHALL

arguments completely.

Need help deciding whether

For Better:
the Science of a Good Marriage

help you determine which behaviors you

2009, 305.3DRISCOLL

Tara Parker-Pope

are willing tolerate and which behaviors you

Not only does this book provide analysis

2010. 646.78PARKERP

absolutely cannot live with. Reading this will

Richard Driscoll

Heather Belle and
Michelle Fiordalsio

Lilo Leeds

Through the use of scientific evidence,

You Still
Don’t Understand:
Typical Differences
between Men and
Women and How to
Resolve Them

Everything You Always Wanted to
Know About Ex*

Greg Behrendt

to stay or go? This book can

of the physiological differences between

Parker-Pope presents the

help you come to grips with the realities of

men and women, it also provides options

scientific evidence behind

your relationship and help the indecisive make

for civil conflict resolution. The main

marital failure. While the

a decision.

difference between this book and others is

statistics may be daunting, this

that it shows the evolutionary path of men

book provides evidence and

and women which provides insight into

solutions that can help you

their key differences.

avoid the pitfalls.

2004, 306.7BEHRENDT
According to Behrendt, men are not always
forthright with women when they are not
interested in them. This book helps women
determine when a man is no longer interested in them romantically so that they can
move on.

